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Gordon College. Richard started studying Mars in 1986. He has studied
the red planet at every opposition since then. Most of his work has
centered on measuring the brightness and color of Mars. A large review of
Mars brightness and color was recently published in the professional
journal Icarus. Much of this review is based on Richard's measurements.
Richard will discuss his work and will also update the audience on a
possible asteroid impact on Mars in late January.
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January General Meeting
By the Editor and Richard Jakiel, Recording Secretary
The next general meeting of the Atlanta Astronomy Club will be on Friday,
January 18th, at 8 P.M. at Emory University at White Hall. The meeting
will take place in room 207. This is the first room on the left after entering
into the building through the double doors. We will have refreshments just
outside of the room before the meeting. A small donation in the “kitty” box
is requested but not required. Directions to White Hall and new parking
info are on page 7.
The meeting starts at 8 PM sharp. We will have our business meeting first.
This includes any announcements and other things of astronomical
interest. Anyone who wishes to make any announcements please notify
Peter Macumber at president@atlantaastronomy.org and Keith Burns at
Keith_B@Bellsouth.net. That way Peter knows who is speaking ahead of
time and he can schedule the time required. Keith needs to know so he can
put your information in a Power Point presentation slideshow that will
run before and during the beginning of the business meeting. Please have
the announcement info to Keith by no
later than Tuesday, January 15th. This
month’s speaker will be Dr. Richard
Schmude, Jr. of Gordon College who
will give a talk about Mars We will
then adjourn the meeting and head off
to a local restaurant for supper,
dessert, or a drink.

Our Speaker and Program
Richard Schmude, Jr. received his Ph
D degree in Physical Chemistry from
Texas A&M University under the
guidance of Dr. Karl Gingerich. He
received this degree in 1994. In
September of that same year he began
teaching chemistry and astronomy at

Mars imaged by Dan Llewellyn from Decatur, GA on December
11, 2007 at 01:17AM EST.

The Astronomical League
As a member of the Atlanta Astronomy Club you are automatically also a
member of the Astronomical League, a nation wide affiliation of
astronomy clubs. Membership in the AL provides a number of benefits for
you. They include:
* You will receive The Reflector, the AL’s quarterly newsletter.
* You can use the Book Service, through which you can buy astronomyrelated books at a 10% discount.
* You can participate in the Astronomical League’s Observing Clubs. The
Observing Clubs offer encouragement and certificates of accomplishment
for demonstrating observing skills with a variety of instruments and
objects. These include the Messier Club, Binocular Messier Club, the
Herschel 400 Club, the Deep Sky Binocular Club, and many others.
To learn more about the Astronomical League and its benefits for you, visit
http://www.astroleague.org
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December Meeting & Potluck Dinner
By Richard Jakiel, Recording Secretary
Once again the AAC
Christmas Meeting and
Potluck Dinner was a
rousing success. Over 60
members and their families
braved nasty rainy
weather to celebrate the
holidays at Emory's
Physics Building on
December 15th. The setup
crew arrived before 5 PM
and shortly after 6 PM,
the potluck dinner
commenced. They were
treated to an impressive
array of food including
turkey, ham, and all
manner of side dishes,
salads and of course - a
yummy selection of
sugary desserts.

Above: Emory’s Math and Science Building has a spacious atrium which
became the perfect banquet hall for the club.

Rich’s article is continued on page 4.
Potluck Dinner photos by Tom Faber
unless noted otherwise.
Above: Sharon Carruthers stole the show
with this festive cookie tree, the highlight
of the dessert table.
Left: Yummy desserts included adorable
Christmas cookies, like this red mitten
cookie. Photo by Holly Ritger.
Right: Keith Burns decorates the
beverage table with light-up
stars.
Below: Volunteers Joanne Cirincione (left), Carla Poshedly (center), and Kat Sarbell (right) start covering the tables for the Christmas banquet.
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Brigitte Fessele helps herself to the turkey. Daniel Herron (left) waits his
turn in line.
Joanne Cirincione (left) and Nelda Langoussis (right) begin setting up the
dessert table. They continued to coordinate the placement of the food before
the dinner and the cleaning up at the end of the party.

Above: Julie Moore prepared the ham for the Christmas potluck. Here she
is in a side room carving the tasty main dish.

Above and below: Guests soon filled the atrium to enjoy all the different
dishes that their friends brought.

Below: Sharon Carruthers catches a moment to socialize with Mark
Sandberg (in white shirt). Sharon organized the potluck and kept a list of
all the dishes that guests brought. She and her husband Peter Macumber
(not pictured in this photo) also provided the turkey for the dinner.
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Around 7:30 PM, members drifted off to the planetarium to be entertained
by a multimedia presentation created by Keith Burns (his Kosmic
Kowness) - with help from by some of the AAC 'elves'. Entitled "Mars:
Exploration with Pictures, Words and Music", it covered the full gamut of
all things "Mars" - including history, science fiction/literature, music and
BAD MOVIES (including the infamous "Santa Claus conquers the
Martians"). Perhaps the most impressive aspect was the numerous high
resolution images from both amateurs and the spacecraft and probes
currently operating on the Red Planet.
After the main meeting was adjourned, a number of members met for a
relatively short planning meeting for the 2008 PSSG.
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Handy Unified AAC Calendar

1) Allow planners to see ALL club related activity and avoid conflicts
where practical, and thereby minimize people having to choose one
activity at the expense of another.

by Larry Wallace
Finding out the what, where and when of various AAC activities isn't
always the easiest task, for either the attendees or the planners. While
some folks are happy only attending the General Meetings (GM), and
some others may only like to observe, we hope and believe there is a larger
segment that is interested in many aspects of our hobby. Of course, most
of us also have careers, family, and other interests, and information that
helps our members fit club events into the rest of their lives (or vice-versa)
should be beneficial.

2) Maximize event impact by planning in harmony with lunar phases.

Sharon Carruthers, Dan Herron, and I prototyped a unified AAC calendar
back in 2006, and this year there has been additional refinement. In
October the speaker committee (Keith Burns, Alex Langoussis, Rich
Jakiel.) focused specifically on improving the scheduling of the GM. The
Kow (Keith) then 'took the bull by the horns' and presented the revised
GM schedule at the November meeting and published it in last months
Focal Point. A version of the unified calendar was also shown and
explained at the November meeting. I've tuned up the calendar for 2008,
circulated it for comments to the leaders of the various activities, and this
is the result.

5) Mirror the information on the website and list serve. We soon expect to
have the web version augmented with hyperlinks that will provide details
about each event (time, location, theme, presenter, etc).

The unified calendar attempts to increase attendance and enthusiasm for
the various events in five ways:

We welcome any and all feedback on the calendar, as well as other
suggestions to improve quality and participation at club events.

3) Make event commitments at least 6 months out so members can plan
efficiently.
4) Provide an easy to reference, handy format that folks can clip and put in
their wallet, hang on their refrigerator, monitor, or bulletin board, etc. [and
if nothing else it makes a pretty good lunar calendar for the observing
folks).

Obviously, some things beyond our control will change. For example,
GASP events can't be planned as far in advance as we'd like, and the
construction schedule at Deerlick Astronomy Village is subject to weather,
manpower, and changes in scope. Keith is already looking at ways to make
the GM and the Bradley observatory open houses work best together in
2008. We expect the unified calendar to improve as it becomes an
established practice, and will post updates as appropriate
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Charlie Elliott Chapter Meeting Minutes

Bradley Observatory Open Houses

by Steve Bieger, who took the minutes during Clevis Jones’ absence

Amateur Astronomy - Unlike nuclear physics or space flight, astronomy is
a scientific discipline to which those without advanced degrees in the
subject can and do make significant contributions. An amateur is defined as
"a person who engages in a study for pleasure rather than for financial
benefit or professional reasons." This year, we will hear from and about a
number of "amateur" astronomers, and the contributions that they have
made, and are making to our understanding of the universe. All lectures will
be held at 8PM at Bradley Observatory on the Agnes Scott College
campus. Afterwards there will be a planetarium show and observing with
the 30-inch Beck Telescope (weather permitting).

(Minutes have been edited for space constraints.)
ATTENDANCE: In company with one Mascot, twenty guests and
members attended the December 15 meeting at the Charlie Elliott Visitor's
Center.
BUSINESS: Director, Larry Owens, gave a brief update on the chapter
projects and the upcoming events. Steve Bieger gave a quick update of the
CE Dob project - the aluminum is on order and the construction of some
of the assemblies will commence over the next few weeks. Larry proposed
a January program on Observing the Moon and Theo Ramakers volunteered to have a go at the presentation. Theo Ramakers brought up the idea
of using our known list of people who have attended past events at CE
and use that to send updates and calendar reminder emails. This would be a
proactive way to let people know in advance of programs that might be of
interest. Larry will follow up on this to gather the emails addresses to use.
SUNSET ALERT was given - not that it mattered (obscured sky).
2008 schedule for the CE Meeting is: Jan. 19, Feb. 9, Mar. 8, Apr. 5, May
17 (JAKES DAY & Election of Officers), Jun. 7, Jul. 26, Aug. 30, Sep. 27,
Oct. 25, Nov. 29, Dec. 27.
FEATURE PRESENTATION, part One: POT LUCK - MANY thanks to
the hands that prepared the food ? and to all for the good company! As
always, CE member Alesia Rast of the CEWMA was organized, very
accommodating, and a wonderful host!

February 8, 2008: "Comets and the Meteor Shower Connection" - Amy
Lovell (Agnes Scott College).
March 7 , 2008: "How to Make a Telescope" - Ed Abin (Fernbank Science
Center).
March 21, 2008: W. A. Calder Spring Equinox Concert and Open House.
April 11, 2008: "NASA's Dawn Mission: Exploring the Asteroid Frontier"
- Lucy A. McFadden (University of Maryland).
May 9, 2008: Kevin Marvel (American Astronomical Society).
For additional information including directions to Bradley Observatory
visit http://bradley.agnesscott.edu.

FEATURE PRESENTATION, part Deux: Planetary Imaging Workshop:
by Larry Owens. Larry's presentation was a comprehensive look at
planetary imaging. He started with the basics and had some great tips and
tricks to get the most from the hardware and software. Larry's main point
was to use the right tool for the job and then to experiment to get the best
performance. Indeed, his experience covers a wide range of issues. He went
into detail to on both the acquisition and processing phases of imaging. He
showed how to use stacking software with real data from his recent Mars
images. Larry was able to describe some more advanced techniques for data
optimization and color processing methods.
OBSERVING SESSION: The weather was certainly not anything to stand
outside in much less observe, so the whole group had a chance to sit back
and chat and take our time.

Charlie Elliot Future Meetings
by Clevis Jones, CE Recording Secretary
January 19, 3:00 p.m. - the winter schedule: LUNA by Theo Ramakers &
Steve volunteered to run our annual Post Christmas Astronomical
Telescopes talk. This will be done along with a hands-on demo of various
telescopes and accessories. Please check our web site, listed below, for
details. Place: Charlie Elliott Visitor's Center.
February Meeting: TBD. For Meeting updates, Directions, Links, & Live
broadcasts: PLEASE check the website for the most current information http://www.CEastronomy.org

Important Notice - The AAC Board has
decided that effective immediately the dues for
new and renewing members who receive the
MAILED version of the Focal Point will increase
by $5.00 per year. This is due to increased
printing and mailing costs for the printed Focal
Point. The dues will remain the same for members who receive the on-line newsletter.

Hubble Zooms in on Comet Holmes
Space Telescope Science Institute News Release - 11/15/07
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has probed the bright core of Comet
17P/Holmes, which, to the delight of sky watchers, mysteriously
brightened by nearly a millionfold in a 24-hour period beginning Oct. 23,
2007. Astronomers used Hubble to study Comet Holmes' core for clues
about how the comet brightened. The Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 took
images on Oct. 29, 31, and Nov. 4. The image at right, taken Nov. 4, shows
the heart of the comet. The central portion of the image has been specially
processed to highlight variations in the dust distribution near the nucleus.
The composite color image at left, taken Nov. 1 by an amateur astronomer,
shows the complex structure of the entire coma, consisting of concentric
shells of dust and a faint tail emanating from the comet's right side.
The nucleus is still swaddled in bright dust, even 12 days after the
outburst. "Most of what Hubble sees is sunlight scattered from microscopic particles," explained Hal Weaver of The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory, who led the Hubble investigation. "But we
may finally be starting to detect the emergence of the nucleus itself in this
final Hubble image."
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Continued on next page

Hubble first observed Comet 17P/Holmes on June 15, 1999, when there
was virtually no dusty shroud around the nucleus. Although Hubble
cannot resolve the nucleus, astronomers inferred its size by measuring its
brightness. Astronomers deduced that the nucleus' diameter was approximately 3.4 km. They hope to use the new Hubble images to determine the
size of the comet's nucleus to see how much of it was blasted away during
the outburst.

AAC Officers and Contacts
President: Peter Macumber 770-941-4640
president@atlantaastronomy.org
Program Chair: Vacant programs@atlantaastronomy.org
Observing Chair: Daniel Herron 770-330-9679
observing@atlantaastronomy.org

On Oct. 29, the telescope spied three "spurs" of dust emanating from the
nucleus, while the images taken on Oct. 31 revealed an outburst of dust
just west of the nucleus. Ground-based images show a large, spherically
symmetrical cloud of dust that is offset from the nucleus, suggesting that a
large fragment broke off and subsequently disintegrated into tiny dust
particles after moving away from the main nucleus.

Corresponding Secretary: Kat Sarbell 770-518-7061
focalpoint@atlantaastronomy.org
Treasurer: Sharon Carruthers

Treasurer@AtlantaAstronomy.org

Recording Secretary: Rich Jakiel
secretary@atlantaastronomy.org

Georgia Astronomy in State Parks
(GASP) Events

Board: Tom Crowley 404-233-6886 crowleytj@hotmail.com
Board: Brad Isley - Contact Info TBA

The GASP events for 2008 are being planned. Scheduled so far is:

Board: Larry Wallace - 770-888-3259 Larry@Wallace-Eng.com

March 29th - Tallulah
Gorge State Park.

Board: Marc Sandberg 404-531-4227 sandberg235@earthlink.net
Board: Gil Shillcutt - Contact Info TBA

For more information about
these events, contact Joanne
Cirincione at Starrynights@
AtlantaAstronomy.org.

Board: Mark Banks - Contact Info TBA
ALCOR: Art Zorka 404-633-8822 (H) 404-824-7106 (C)
star.myth@juno.com
Elliott Ch. Director: Larry Owens planetographer@comcast.com
Elliott Observing Supervisor: Steve Bieger - 770-457-9148
sbieger@bellsouth.net
Elliott Recording Secretary: Clevis Jones cjones@aaahawk.com

The GASP volunteers at FDR State Park on Labor Day weekend 2004 From left to right: Joanne Cirincione, Keith Burns, Harold and Claudia
Champ with Ginger, Peter Macumber, Sharon Carruthers, Tom Faber, Kat
Sarbell, and Holly and John Ritger. Photo by Holly Ritger.

Elliott Coordinator: Alesia Rast Alesia_Rast@mail.dnr.state.ga.us
Elliott Webmaster: Larry Owens planetographer@comcast.net
The Telescope Workshop: Dan Llewellyn 404-735-9661 or 404633-7562 zoser@mindspring.com

Atlanta Astronomy Club Website

Georgia Astronomy in State Parks: Joanne Cirincione 404-8244751 starrynights@AtlantaAstronomy.org

While this newsletter is the official information source for the Atlanta
Astronomy Club, it is only up to date the day it is printed. So if you want
more up to date information, go to our club’s website. The website
contains pictures, directions, membership applications, events updates
(when available) and other information. http://www.atlantaastronomy.org

Light Trespass: Marc Sandberg 404-531-4227
sandberg235@earthlink.net
AL Observing Programs Assistance: Keith Burns 770-427-1475
Keith_B@bellsouth.net
PSSG Chairman: Peter Macumber pmacumber@nightsky.org
Co-Chair: Joanne Cirincione starrynights@AtlantaAstronomy.org

The Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc., the South’s largest and oldest
astronomical society, meets at 8:00 P.M. on the third Friday of each
month at Emory University’s White Hall or occasionally at other
locations or times. Membership is open to all. Membership fees are
$30 ($35) for a family or single person membership. College Students
membership fee is $15 ($20). These fees are for a one year membership ($5 per year extra charge to receive the Focal Point mailed).
Magazine subscriptions to Sky & Telescope or Astronomy can be
purchased through the club for a reduced rate. The fees are $33 for
Sky & Telescope and $34 for Astronomy. Renewal forms will be sent
to you by the magazines. Send the renewal form along with your
check to the Atlanta Astronomy Club treasurer.
The Club address: Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc., P.O. Box 76155,
Atlanta, GA 30358-1155.
AAC Web Page: http://www.AtlantaAstronomy.Org. Send suggestions, comments, or ideas about the website to
webmaster@AtlantaAstronomy.org. Also send information on upcoming observing events, meetings, and other events to the webmaster.

Sidewalk Astronomy: Brad Isley
sidewalkastronomy@atlantaastronomy.com
Woodruff Observ. Coordinator: Sharon Carruthers
Treasurer@AtlantaAstronomy.org
Webmaster Atlanta Astronomy: Peter Macumber 770-941-4640
pmacumber@nightsky.org

Directions to White Hall at Emory
Our meetings are generally held in a classroom in White Hall. To get to
White Hall, turn onto Dowman Drive from North Decatur Road at the five
way intersection (across from Everybody’s Pizza). White Hall is located
across from the new Science & Math building. Parking is available along
Dowman Drive on both sides of the road. The parking lot on the left
behind the Admissions Building may be closed. Additional parking is
available in two parking decks near White Hall. For maps to the decks see
http://map.emory.edu. For more detailed directions to Emory University,
visit www.atlantaastronomy.org or go to the Emory web site.
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www.atlantaastronomy.org
Atlanta, GA 30358-1155
P.O. Box 76155

Atlanta Astronomy Club

We’re here to help! Here’s how how to reach us:
Alpharetta, GA 30022

506 Treeridge Parkway
Kat Sarbell

Newsletter of The Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc.

The Focal Point

FIRST CLASS
FROM:

by Tom Faber (All times EST unless noted)

Please send articles, pictures, and drawings in electronic format on anything astronomy related to
Kat Sarbell at focalpoint@atlantaastronomy.org. Please send images separate from articles, not
embedded in them. Articles are preferred as plain text files but Word documents are okay. You can
submit articles anytime up and including the deadline date. The deadline for February is Thursday, January 31st at 4:00 PM .... Submissions will no longer be accepted after the deadline.

Focal Point Deadline and Submission Information

Subscribe to the Atlanta Astronomy Club Mailing List: The name of the list is: AstroAtlanta. The
address for messages is: AstroAtlanta@yahoogroups.com . To add a subscription, send a message
to: AstroAtlanta-subscribe@yahoogroups.com . This list is owned by Lenny Abbey.

Atlanta Astronomy Club Listserve

February 23rd, Saturday: Saturn at Opposition.

February 20th, Wednesday: Full Moon - Total Eclipse. Partial begins 8:43PM, Totality Begins at
10:00PM, Mid-totality at 10:26PM, Totality Ends at 10:52PM, Partial Ends 12:09AM.

February 16th, Saturday: Telescope & Instrument Workshop - Contact Sharon Carruthers for
details. New Member Orientation at VR - Contact Daniel Herron for details.

February 15th, Friday: AAC Meeting at White Hall, 8PM, Emory University.

February 13th, Wednesday: Moon First Quarter.

February 9th, Saturday: CEC Meeting. See pg 6.

February 8th, Friday: Bradley Observatory Open House, 8PM. See pg. 6 for details.

February 6th, Wednesday: New Moon. Mercury Inferior Conjunction.

February 2nd, Saturday: Moon near Venus and Jupiter.

February 1st, Friday: Venus near Jupiter.

January 30th, Wednesday: Moon Last Quarter.

January 26th, Saturday: Open House/Telescope Help at VR - Contact Daniel Herron for info.

January 24th, Thursday: Moon near Regulus.

January 22nd, Tuesday: Full Moon.

January 21st, Monday: Mercury Greatest Eastern Elongation.

January 19th, Saturday: Telescope & Instrument Workshop - Contact Sharon Carruthers for
details. CEC Meeting. See pg 6. Moon near Mars.

January 18th, Friday: AAC Meeting at White Hall, 8PM, Emory University.

January 17th, Thursday: Moon near Pleiades.

January 15th, Tuesday: Moon First Quarter.

January 8th, Tuesday: New Moon.

January 5th, Saturday: DSO at location TBA - Contact Daniel Herron for details.

January 4th, Friday: Latest Sunrise (~7:42 AM EST at Atlanta). Moon near Venus.

January 3rd, Thursday: Quadrantid Meteors.

January 2nd, Wednesday: Earth at Perihelion.

Calendar

